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The rating of EOS is BBB. The project has medium risk. 

EOS is currently in the ICO phase, while the project is also under development. 

EOS aims to create a multi-purpose, commercial application development 

platform to provide a development environment that is more friendly than 

earlier ones. The project is expected to be officially released in June 2018. 

The implementation parameters of EOS are currently unpredictable; Tokens 

stores data in the form of ERC20 tokens before mapping to the EOS main 

blockchain; the security risks associated with the underlying vulnerability of 

Ethereum code are not negligible; the development of the platform DAPP after 

the final implementation of the project are not yet predictable; the 

implementation capability of large-scale application scenarios for the project 

is unknown; and the design of 21 supernodes poses partial centralization and 

potential security risks for the EOS main blockchain. 

EOS has an innovative design concept and the startup team has a strong 

technical background. The project has gained widespread attention through 

good publicity. The final project ecology depends on the development of 

DAPP after its mainnet release. 

The project also faces competitions from a variety of blockchain development 

platforms, including pioneer Ethereum and the simultaneous emergence of 

ADA and NEO.  

In the short term, at the current pace of development, an official version of 

EOS is likely to be released in June 2018 (outlook positive). In the long term, 

whether EOS can withstand the market test depends not only on the 

realization of the expected technical parameters but also on the development 

of DAPP (outlook stable). 
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TokenInsight Inc. hereby makes the following statement in connection with the issue of the rating report: 

1. There is no relationship between TokenInsight Inc. (including TokenInsight Rating Project Team Members, and Review 

Committee Members) and the subject of this rating which would affect the objectivity, independence, and impartiality of 

the rating. 

2. The project team members of TokenInsight Inc. take their due diligence obligations seriously and have good reason to 

ensure that the rating reports follow the principles of objectivity, truthfulness, and impartiality. 

3. This report is an independent judgment made by TokenInsight Inc. in compliance with applicable laws, regulations and 

reasonable internal credit rating processes and standards, and there are no changes in rating opinions due to improper 

influence of the rating target or any other organization or individual. 

4. All information contained herein is obtained by TokenInsight Inc. from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. 

Because of the possibility of human or mechanical errors as well as other factors, however, all information contained 

herein is provided “AS IS” without warranty of any kind. TokenInsight Inc. checks and verifies, as necessary, the authenticity, 

accuracy, completeness, and timeliness of the information relied upon in the rating report, without making any 

representations or warranties, explicit or implicit, as to authenticity, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, and feasibility and 

appropriateness for any commercial purpose. 

5. The inclusion of a credit rating or secondary market price analysis in this rating report should and can only be interpreted 

as an opinion and not as a statement of fact or a recommendation to purchase, sell or hold any token. 

6. The risk ratings indicated in this rating report are valid from the date of issue of this report until the date of the next 

adjustment; at the same time, TokenInsight Inc. will periodically or irregularly track the ratings of the rating recipients to 

determine whether to adjust the credit ratings or not, and will publish them in a timely manner.  
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Blockchain technology has gone through three stages of development since it was introduced in the Bitcoin whitepaper in 

November 2008. In the first stage, blockchain technology appeared, represented by Bitcoin system, and characterized by encryption 

algorithm, POW consensus mechanism and digital signature, which was called Blockchain 1.0. Then came the second phase, 

represented by Ethereum, in which the smart contract is implemented. The emergence of smart contracts had greatly expanded 

the use of blockchain technology, led to the development of ICO and attracted unprecedented attention, known as Blockchain 2.0. 

After the Ethereum system, blockchain technology began to carry more people’s vision and expectations, more and more people 

became involved in related development, practitioners began to seek more in-depth application scenarios, and simple smart 

contracts can no longer meet the needs of developers. As the technology developed and matured, new consensus mechanisms 

such as POS and DPOS were gradually put into use in different projects, and a development platform that can meet diverse 

development needs has become a common demand of the current blockchain industry. At the same time, the launch of multiple 

general development platform projects (e.g. Lisk, Qtum, etc.) marked the beginning of the third phase of blockchain technology, 

known as blockchain 3.0, which means that public blockchain projects are beginning to mature. 

Fig.1 Market Capitalization Percentage of Top 25 Tokens 

 

Source: TokenInsight 

A public blockchain is a blockchain that can be read by anyone in the world, through which anyone can send a transaction and be 

validated effectively, and anyone can participate in its consensus process. And the most urgent need for the development of this 

technology is to develop a public blockchain that provides a commercial DAPP (distributed application) landing scenario. The 

blockchain industry is now becoming more attractive for investment, with more than USD 400 million in blockchain based venture 

capital since 2018, reaching more than 40% of last year ’s total, according to a report released by Crunchbase News on February 

27. From the perspective of human resources, there are already more than 10 million people working or engaging in blockchain-

related industries worldwide. Since the value of blockchain technology can only be realized through mature application scenarios, 

and the key to realizing the value of blockchain industry lies in the development of applications with large-scale commercial value, 
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at this time a suitable platform for the development of mature DAPP (underlying public blockchain) is particularly important. 

Figure 1 shows that the top 25 token projects in terms of market capitalization now including 11 projects in the development 

platform category, they are Ethereum, EOS, Cardano, NEO, NEM, Ethereum Classic, VeChain, Qtum, Lisk, Ontology, ICON. 

Fig. 2 Market Shares of General Platform 

 

 

Source: TokenInsight 

Ethereum ranks the highest among the top 10 development platform projects by market capitalization, closely followed by EOS 

and Cardano. By analyzing the market capitalization ratio, we can see that Ethereum still accounts for 67% of the total market 

capitalization of development platform projects.  
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Fig. 3 Historical Volume of ETH, EOS, ETC, NEO, QTUM, LSK in the Past Three Months 

 

Source: TokenInsight 

By comparing the historical trading volumes of the six major platform projects over the past three months, we find that trading 

volumes of general platforms, despite significant differences, are trending in the same direction. Overall trading activity has 

declined slightly since the beginning of the year. Ethereum’s trading volume has fallen from a peak of more than USD 9,214 million 

three months ago to USD 948 million now, and EOS has edged down from a peak of USD 3,379 million to USD 166 million today.

  

 

In the Blockchain 2.0 phase, there are not many public blockchains available to application developers, and each has its own 

irreconcilable disadvantages. A suitable blockchain development platform needs to meet the following conditions simultaneously: 

high-speed processing capacity, low or zero transaction costs, excellent cross-chain capability, security, compatibility, etc. For 

developers, the most important thing is a friendly development environment and convenient promotion conditions.  

Currently, Ethereum is the development platform with the most DAPPs: Ethereum, as the first development platform combining 

blockchain and smart contracts, has created an open source, blockchain based smart contract underlying system, thus greatly 

facilitating the development of blockchain applications and expanding the application scenarios of blockchain technology. 

Although Ethereum provides a Turing complete language that gives developers complete freedom, it is designed to be a neutral 

platform, which makes application development difficult and greatly limits the development freedom of DAPP on Ethereum. 

Moreover, the Ethereum transaction processing speed is slow, only 20 times per second. Transactions through the platform need 

to pay fees, and according to current market price, the cost of a single transaction is about 5 dollars. These shortcomings have 
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greatly limited the development of the platform.  

Table 1 Comparison of Main Parameters of Some Development Platforms 

 Time of mainnet 

release (estimated) 

Consensus Block Time 

(s) 

TPS Technical features 

EOS June 2018 BFT-DPOS 1 (3.0-beta 

version) 

average value of single blockchain is 

3,000; 1,000,000 expected 

21 supernodes, cross-chain 

interaction 

ETH July 2015 POW to POS 20 20 measured; Raiden Network in the 

future(millions) 

virtual machine EVM, smart 

contract 

ADA Sept. 2017 Ouroboros 20 10 measured; 257 expected layered architecture 

NEO Oct. 2016 DBFT 20 1,000 measured; 10,000 expected digital certificate, smart contract, 

cross-chain interaction 

QTUM Sept. 2017 POS 120 70 measured; Lightning Network in the 

future(millions) 

UTXO model, virtual machine 

EVM 

LSK Aug. 2016 DPOS 10 2.5 measured; 100,000 expected 101 main nodes, side-chain 

ARDR Jan. 2018 POS 60 100 measured; N/A main chain, sub chain 

Source: Official Data, TokenInsight 

The goal of EOS is to be a super platform suitable for development with extremely fast processing speed. From a market perspective, 

the market of general platform is similar to the desktop operating system and contains an extremely broad market. Based on partial 

estimation of the current 1.5 billion mobile terminals, the potential market capacity could reach at least USD 100 billion. There is 

no shortage of projects currently building general platforms, including Lisk, which provides a Javascript development environment; 

NEO, which is compatible with all programming languages; and ONT, the world’s first foundational platform to propose Ontology 

Network, which will be competitors to EOS. EOS is in a position to follow when many public blockchains have gone ahead. But 

since the public blockchain market does not yet have a precedent for large-scale DAPP development and scenario implementation, 

it is still a blue ocean. Every public blockchain has an equal opportunity to compete, and this is a good opportunity for EOS 

development. 

In order to solve the three problems commonly faced by blockchain development platforms, such as high application development 

difficulty, high transaction cost, and slow transaction processing speed, EOS is designed as follows:  

1. EOS introduces common role-based permissions, Web toolkits for interface development, self-describing interfaces, self-

describing database schemes, and declarative permission schemes to provide DAPP developers with databases, schedules, account 

permissions, authentication, and internet-based operating systems;  

2. EOS uses concurrency to gain blockchain scalability in order to achieve the potential of millions of transactions per second;  

3. EOS Token is designed to represent access to resources on the EOS blockchain, including bandwidth, log storage (disk), account 

permissions, compute and compute reserve (CPU), etc., thus providing two features: no consumption, allowing agents. 

Most of the existing general platform use the consensus mechanism of POS (Proof of Stake) and DPOS (Delegated Proof of Stake). 

The BFT-DPOS consensus mechanism to be adopted by EOS is the addition of BFT (Byzantine Fault Tolerance) to DPOS, which 
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enables the irreversible consensus to be reached within 1 second. Prior to the development of EOS, Daniel Larimer had developed 

Bitshares and Steem based on the DPOS consensus mechanism and graphene technology, which were used daily by tens of 

thousands of active users and had achieved a transaction confirmation rate in seconds. 

The DAWN 3.0 of EOS gives test results for a single blockchain under different conditions: the worst is 1,000 TPS, the theoretical 

best is 8,000 TPS, and the average is 3,000 TPS. The official version of EOS will use cross-chain communication to distribute 

workloads among different blockchains. At that time, supernodes can run 1,000 chains concurrently, bringing the theoretical 

transaction speed to millions per second. EOS has adopted only 21 supernodes in order to increase TPS, but this may present some 

security issues. 

 

EOS Token represents access to resources on the EOS blockchain, including bandwidth and log storage (disks), compute and 

compute reserves (CPUs), and state storage (memory). EOS platform users obtain bandwidth resources in proportion to Token 

holdings by locking in part of the EOS, and can rent or sublet bandwidth resources when they are not needed or have idle 

bandwidth resources, so that their use is not directly affected by EOS price fluctuations. Compared to the pattern of Ethereum and 

NEO consuming Gas (NeoGas), EOS reduces costs on the one hand and on the other improves the product experience for platform 

developers and DAPP consumers. 

Table 2 Comparison of User’s Incentive in EOS、ETH and NEO 

  EOS ETH NEO 

User incentive 

Platform users hold bandwidth resources in 

proportion to tokens and are not affected 

by EOS prices; idle bandwidth resources 

can be leased or sublet; DAPP users have 

no direct usage charges 

Each transaction costs 

Gas and is affected by 

Gas prices 

Running storage for a certain 

amount of money transfers and 

smart contracts is exempt from GAS 

and is affected by NeoGas prices 

Source: Official Data, TokenInsight 

After the mainnet releases, EOS Token will issue no more than 5% a year, 1% of which (according to officials) is to reward supernodes, 

and the rest to be voted on, partly to reward successful proposals. Compared to the ETH and NEO model of capping the total, 

these incentives have both advantages and disadvantages. Since the ecological cultivation of the platform is critical to a 

multipurpose underlying public blockchain, if the increased distribution is beneficial, it is likely to offset the corresponding negative 

effects. Of course, these have yet to be tested. 

Table 3 Comparison of Block Producers’ Incentive in EOS、ETH and NEO  

  EOS ETH NEO 
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Block 

Producers’ 

Incentive  

No more than 5% annual increase, 

with 1% (according to officials) 

used to reward supernodes, and a 

portion used to reward successful 

proposals 

The conversion to POS results 

in a partial return on mining, 

limited to a total of 100 million 

(currently 98.8 million supplies) 

Unquantified Gas is available on a 

permanent basis; in the first four years 

of mining, 50 million GAS will be 

rewarded, reaching a cap of 100 

million after 22 years 

Source: Official Data, TokenInsight 

The design of the EOS governance mechanism is far more varied than that of ETH and NEO, including account freezing, code 

changes, constitutional amendments, etc. Among them, the Constitution defined obligations that could not be performed between 

users by code alone, while resolving disputes between them by establishing jurisdiction and optional laws. These ingenious 

mechanism design not only make up the insufficiency of the code itself to a certain extent but also can effectively avoid the risk of 

forking. 

Although EOS Token has a consumption-free, rentable, community-inspired economic model and relatively diverse governance 

mechanisms, these ingenious designs can only be realized when the project actually lands and the applications on the platform 

are plentiful enough. 

Table 4 Comparison of Community Governance Mechanisms in EOS, ETH and NEO 

 EOS ETH NEO 

Community 

governance 

mechanisms 

Account freezing, code changes, 

constitutional changes, etc.; 

Block.one team 

None; 

Ethereum 

Foundation 

NEO token holders vote; 

NEO Board of Directors, responsible for strategic 

and technical decision making and implementation 

Source: Official Data, TokenInsight 

Before the mainnet launch of the project, EOS used ERC20 to issue a total of one billion Tokens for ICO, which starts on 26 July 

2017 and ends on 1 July 2018. During this period, 200 million were issued in the first five days and 2 million every 23 hours 

thereafter. When it is officially released, EOS Token will add no more than 5% a year according to officials, EOS will spend an 

additional 1% a year on incentives for supernodes, with the remaining 4% temporarily in official custody and voted on how to use 

them. 

Fig. 4 Changes in Market and ICO Prices for EOS 
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Source：Icocha 

The ICO price for EOS is currently around $8, close to its market price, compared with an initial price of around $1. The Block.one 

team kept 100 million of the EOS Token. Although the tokens could not be traded or transferred before the project was officially 

released, it is still a risk for investors to consider as the startup team did not account for future usage plans. 

Fig. 5 Distribution of EOS Token Holders’ Addresses 

 

Source：Etherscan 

In the token distribution sight, the sum of tokens held in the top 100 addresses accounted for 70% of the total of 1 billion, including 

the ICO address of the EOS (the first address in the right half of the figure above) and the 10% address reserved by the team (the 

second address in the right half of the figure above). Most of the top 3-10 addresses are those of digital currency exchanges, with 

the top 11-20 addresses holding tokens at less than 1.5% and other addresses holding less than 1%. 

Fig. 6 Record of Token Withdrawals from EOS ICO Accounts 
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Source: Icocha 

From the end of March to mid-April, ETH withdrawals from ICO addresses for EOS projects totalled 1.5 million, some of which went 

to the Bitfinex exchange, leaving the rest unaccounted for. While ICO for EOS projects met ERC-20 standards and relevant trading 

information for their addresses was publicly available, the specific purpose of the project funds was not visible. 

It should be noted that Block.one, the company responsible for the EOS project, is registered in the Cayman Islands (companies 

registered there have no obligation to disclose financial information) and has so far not released details of the use of the funds, 

which further amplifies the risk of the use of funds for the EOS project. 

 

EOS.IO was developed under the leadership of Block.one, whose CEO is Brendan Blumer, a co-founder of Okay.com, the Accounts 

Network, Gamecliff and the CEO and co-founder of ii5. The company’s CTO is Dan Larimer: a serial entrepreneur since 2014, a 

former CEO of Cryptonomex and Invictus Innovations, an engineer at Pheonix Integration, founder of BitShares, and co-founder 

and CTO of Steamit. On the resume, the core members of the EOS team are experienced in technology and operations. 

EOS does not directly disclose information about investors and investment institutions, but based on information provided by third 

parties we can confirm that Li Xiaolai is an EOS investor holding about 5% of the EOS. On September 5, 2017, the EOS team posted 

on the official website distancing itself from Li, but the official term was “Mr. Li Xiaolai is not a co-founder, director, officer, fiduciary, 

employee, agent or team member of Block.one” and did not deny Li’s status as an investor. 

In his previous project, Bitshares, Dan Larimer was forced to leave the founding team after he temporarily adjusted the issuance 

cap and changed transaction costs because of development funding problems. And now as the CTO of EOS, the uncertainties in 

his behavior will also pose a potential risk to the project. 

 

Fig. 7 Google Trends comparison of ETH coin、EOS coin and ADA coin 
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Source：Google 

The recent competition for EOS supernodes has attracted a lot of attention (especially in China), with its Google Trends index 

soaring well above ETH and ADA but plummeting after a short while. The EOS community has been operating steadily, with the 

number of people in the official telegram group now standing at 45,086 (48,993 in the ETH official group and 4,566 in the ADA 

official group). There has been a lot of discussion about EOS in the community, with a daily average of more than 1,000. In addition, 

the project is also very popular in Baidu search, Twitter, and Facebook. 

 

Fig. 8 Distribution of C++、Go、Haskell and HTML contributors 

   

Source: Github, Openhub 

According to the statistics of Github, the number of C++ (the mostly written language of EOS) developers is higher than GO (the 

mostly written language of ETH) and Haskell (the mostly written language of ADA). Among the open source code of EOS, 86% of 

them is HTML, 9% is C++, and the other 7 languages takes up 5%. 

So far, the number of contributors of EOS is over 110, almost half of that of Ethereum, a more developed project, and more than 

twice of the earlier project Cardano. In the recent month, the number of eos-platform contributors is 44, a little higher than that 

of Ethereum (41) and much higher than that of cardano-sl (5). The number of commits in eos-platform is 1,135, which is more than 

9 times of Ethereum and more than 100 times of cardano-sl.  
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Fig. 9 The comparison of code contributors and commits number of EOS、ETH and ADA  

        

 All Time Past 30 Days 

 Contributors  Commits  Contributors  Commits  

eos-platform 110 developers 4,669 commits 46;  16 new contributors 1,135; Stable 

Ethereum 551 developers 34,990 commits 41;  18 new contributors 135;   Decreasing 

cardano-sl 64 developers 10,898 commits 5;   0 new contributors 10;    Decreasing 

Source: Github, Openhub 

Fig. 10 Diagram of EOS Ecology 

 

Source: TokenInsight 

A reasonable ecological model can improve the expectations of the participants and make each transaction take place 
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spontaneously, thus promoting the prosperity of the whole ecology. The EOS ecosystem consists mainly of the following players: 

Block.one, which operates EOS, investors of EOS at different periods of time (holders), developers of DAPP on EOS, and users of 

DAPP. 

Table 5 List of Block.one Partners 

Time Institutions Forms of cooperation Funds 

Apr. 2018 German fintech incubator FinLab AG Invest in EOS software development $100 million 

Jan. 2018 Galaxy Digital Co-founded venture capital firm to support projects on 

EOS.IO 

$325 million 

2018 Tomorrow Blockchain Opportunities Co-founded fund to invest in software in the EOS.IO 

ecosystem 

N/A 

Source: Official Data 

Before the official release of EOS, Block.one had been raising funds only through token ICO; after the release, those involved in the 

initial ICO would receive the corresponding tokens; then developers would use EOSIO for DAPP development; the final ring would 

be made up of users. DAPP can be designed to be paid or free, but as long as there are enough users, developers have the potential 

to make a profit. Because the EOS Token represents access to resources on the EOS (including bandwidth, storage, permissions, 

and so on), a successful DAPP naturally pushes up demand and prices for the token. From this perspective, early investors actually 

invested in the expectation of future use value of EOS Token. 

It can be expected that in the future, as the number of excellent DAPP and its users on the EOS platform increases, the price of 

EOS Token will continue to rise as demand climbs, and investors will also benefit from the increase. The key to these all is the 

emergence of a good commercial grade DAPP, so to support the future development of the entire ecosystem, Block.one has 

teamed up with several institutions to set up pools of funds. 

Block.one releases EOSIO Dawn 3.0, a blockchain platform based on scalability, on Github on April 6, 2018. Although the project 

has not yet been finalized, the development team has continued to share its progress including update logs for each phase with 

the public through Github and the official website community. So far, according to the early public Roadmap, the EOS has 

progressed less than expected: In the beginning, the project team used “supporting millions of transactions per second” as its 

biggest selling point, but the latest release of EOS Dawn 3.0 can only support 6,000-8,000 transactions per second, which is still 

quite far from the original goal. Therefore, further improvement in transaction speed is now a necessary condition for EOS to 

become a million-level blockchain operating system. At the EOS South Korea meeting in January this year, the operations team 

revealed that the main blockchain will come online in June 2018. At present, the EOS team has gradually perfected and solved the 

problems of transaction delay, authorization delay, account recovery, password recovery, algorithm update, staking separation, 

bandwidth optimization, voting, memory management, transaction lock, multi-signature contract, measurement, transaction 

compression, etc. 
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Fig. 11 EOS Roadmap 

Source: Official Data 

It is worth noting that the EOS is still in the ICO phase (June 2017-June 2018). Although the project team is constantly updating its 

progress on Github, is widely monitored and has maintained good interaction with the public, there are still many issues including 

TPS processing speed, development environment, friendliness and safety that need to be examined after the project is 

implemented. 

 

TokenInsight affirms EOS at ‘BBB’ with positive outlook (short-term). 

  

PHASE 1 – Minimal Viable Testing Environment  Summer 2017 

PHASE 2 – Minimal Viable Test Network  Fall 2017 

PHASE 3 – Testing & Security Audits  Winter 2017, Spring 2018 

PHASE 4 – Parallel Optimization  Summer/Fall 2018 

PHASE 5 – Cluster Implementation  The Future 
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Appendix I: Symbols and Definitions of Risk Ratings 

Rating Description 

AAA The project has been tested by the market, with extremely strong security, and the influence of uncertain 

external factors on the development of the project is minimal. 

AA The project has obtained market approval, with strong security, and its development is normal and orderly. 

Some uncertain external factor has little influence on the development of the project. 

A The project is recognized by the market in the short term and has strong security, but its future development is 

susceptible to internal and external uncertainty factors. 

BBB The project is generally qualified, susceptible to external factors and prone to large fluctuations. 

BB The project is poorly qualified, with some risks, and there is great uncertainty about the future development. 

B The project is extremely poorly qualified, riskier and cannot be developed with its own capabilities. 

CCC The value of the project is very low and the company/team has some bad records. 

CC The value of the project is extremely low and the company/team has many bad records. 

C The project is largely worthless and the company/team has a large number of bad records. 

D The project is worthless. 
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